Single Item
Price List
Water
Stainless steel SMEV sink with hand pump
42 litre drinking water tank
Electrics
12 volt electrics with leisure battery
240 volt power outlets‡
120 watt Waeco solar panel
Cabinetry
Full campervan cabinetry including kitchen unit, back
storage unit and storage underneath bed†‡

$1,750 +gst

$1860 +gst
$990+gst
$1100 +gst
$8400 +gst

(please note the transparent colour option costs an additional $500)

2x back draws underneath bed accessible from tailgate
5x kitchen draws next to fridge/kitchen unit†
Soap pump ﬁtted to cabinetry bench top

$770 +gst
$770 +gst
$45 +gst

Seating/Sleeping
Rock & roll double bed that converts into an interior or
exterior facing sofa

$3500 +gst

(please note this does not include seatbelts)

Rock & roll double bed that converts into an interior or
exterior facing sofa with legal seating for two passengers†‡
Kitchen
50 litre Waeco CR-50 fridge with freezer
65 litre Waeco CR-65 fridge with freezer
80 litre Waeco CR-80 fridge with freezer
Orego 2 burner alcohol fuelled stove for indoor or outdoor
cooking
Sharp Compact Microwave
12 Volt Kettle
Custom made easy pack away table for inside and outside
use†

$6000 +gst

$1,200 +gst
$1,350 +gst
$1,500 +gst
$440 +gst
$330 +gst
$40 +gst
$275 +gst

Interior
Fully carpeted & insulated interior†
Lightweight plywood ﬂoor base with hard wearing vinyl
100% blockout curtains†

$1750 +gst
$970 +gst
$770 +gst

Exterior
Dometic 3 metre awning
Dometic skylight with ﬂyscreen and blackout roller blind
Fixed window ﬁtted to van
Sliding window ﬁtted to van
Sliding window with ﬂyscreen ﬁtted to van

$1600 +gst
$1100 +gst
$510 +gst
$950 +gst
$1100 +gst

Other items
European style pop top roof
Passenger swivel seat base
Dometic Porta Potty
TV with in-build DVD player

$8100 +gst
$650 +gst
$280 +gst
$680 +gst

† Choose your own material colour.
‡ You will also be required to pay the additional cost of $1100 required for items needing
engineer’s approval. We will provide you with an engineer’s certiﬁcate valid in your state.
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